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...a rose is not necessarily and unqualifiedly a rose... it is a very 

different biochemical system at noon and at midnight.  

— Colin Pittendrigh, 1965  

• 1729 - French 

Astronomer Jean 

Jacques Ortous de 

Mairan performed the 

classic experiment 

using the heliotrope 

plant 

 



Horologium florae of Carl Linnaeus   



Circadian Rhythm in Animals 

• In the early 1900s, Karl von Frisch and Ingeborg Beling 
observed bees visiting flowers only at certain times of 
the day 

  

• In 1922, Kurt Richter recognized that spontaneous 
activity in rats occurred in regularly recurring intervals; in 
the 1960s he showed that lesions in the hypothalamus 
caused disruptions in circadian rhythms  

 

• In 1935, Erwin Bunning coined the term “biological clock” 
when he determined the genetic origin of the same in 
plants   



Circadian Rhythm in Humans 

• In 1962, by isolating human subjects in an underground 
WWII bunker in the absence of environmental time cues, 
Jules Aschoff and Kurt Wever established that an 
unrestricted pattern of sleep and wakefulness was 
slightly longer than 24 hours; this was replicated in 1974 
by Michel Siffre (the French hermit) who lived in a dark 
ice glacier for 3 months 

 

• In 1972, 2 groups working independently (Robert Moore 
and Victor Eichler; and F.K. Stephan and Irving Zucker) 
found what is now called the suprachiasmatic nuclei 
(SCN) in the anterior hypothalamus   

 



The Rhythm of Life 



Circadian Pacemaker 

• Suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) is the 

central neural pacemaker of the circadian 

system 

– Endogenous rhythmicity 

– Ability to have the timing or phase of the 

rhythm modified or reset by environmental 

inputs (zeitgebers – from german for “time 

giver”) 



Endogenous rhythm 





SCN ablation in rodents 

• Lesions of the SCN abolish circadian rhythmicity in rodents 

 

• Circadian rhythmicity is restored by transplantation of fetal SCN 

tissue 

 

• The newly restored rhythm is that of the donor 



 

 

 

 

 

 

• Not dependent  on 

visual photoreceptors 

(rods and cones) 

 



Photic and Non-photic Inputs 



Melatonin and Circadian Rhythms 

• During the daytime, melatonin has somnogenic 

properties; less consistent data when 

administered at night 

• Can phase advance when given during the 

evening; considerable dispute whether it can 

phase delay when administered in the morning 

• Potential clinical uses: 

– Primary entrainment factor in blind people 

– Shift workers, jet-lag (eastward flights) 



Non-photic Zeitgebers 

• Many cues (social activity, eating) exert 

their influence by altering the S/W cycle; 

most extreme example is shift work 

• Exercise has modest effects: 

– Phase advances when done during the late 

afternoon/early evening (~10 minutes/day) 

– Phase delays when done between 12MN and 

6AM (up to 1 hour/day) 



Molecular Regulation 



Circadian Variation  



Circadian Variation – Neurobehavioral                       

Performance 



Circadian Rhythm Disorders 

• Jet Lag or Rapid Time Zone Change 

Syndrome 
 

• Shift Work Sleep Disorder 
 

• Delayed Sleep Phase Syndrome (DSPS) 
 

• Advanced Sleep Phase Syndrome (ASPD) 



 

Rapid Time Zone Change Syndrome 

 
• Excessive sleepiness and/or insomnia 

following rapid travel across time zones. 

• “East is least West is best” 

• Full recovery – 1 day per TZ crossed. 

• Treatment: 

– Time 

– Sleeping pills/Melatonin/Caffeine 

– Sunlight 

 



 

Shift Work Sleep Disorder 

 
• 20% of Americans do some shift work. 

• Excessive sleepiness at work and 

insomnia at home. 

• Increased accidents and work errors. 

• Treatment: 

– Avoid if you can! (especially rotating shifts) 

– Behavioral therapy 

– Sleeping aids and stimulant medications 

 



 

Delayed Sleep Phase Syndrome 

 
• Sleep is ≥2 hours beyond socially acceptable or 

conventional bedtime. 

• Affects 10-16% of adolescents. 

• Inability to fall asleep and wake up (and stay 

awake). 

• Treatment: 

– Good sleep habits 

– Chronotherapy (advancing/delaying sleep 

time) 

– Bright light therapy 

 



Chronotherapy - Light 



 

Advanced Sleep Phase Syndrome 

 
• Sleep is several hours earlier than desired. 

• Thought to be more common in seniors. 

• Treatment: 

– Bright light therapy 

– Melatonin 

– Chronotherapy 



Chronotherapy - Light 



Clinical Situations 



Morning Cardiovascular Events 
(Hypertension. 2007) 



Circadian Rhythm and Asthma 
(Respir Physiol Neurobiol. 2006) 



Surgical Mortality and Time of Day  
(J Am Coll Surg 2009) 



Timing of Colonoscopy 
(AJG 2011) 



Circadian Rhythm and Colon Cancer 

Chemotherapy Complications (Lancet 1997) 







Shift Work and Breast Cancer 



Shift Work and Mortality 



Meta-analysis of Shift Work Studies 

(BMJ 2012)  

Among the 2,011,935 people in the studies more than 

17,359 had some kind of coronary event, 6,598 had 

myocardial infarctions (heart attacks), and 1,854 had 

ischaemic strokes caused by lack of blood to the brain. 

These events were more common among shift workers 

than other people: shift work was associated with an 

increased risk of heart attack (23%), coronary events 

(24%) and stroke (5%). These risks remained consistent 

even after adjusting for factors such as study quality, 

socioeconomic status and unhealthy behaviors in shift 

workers.  





Tennis 
 (Percept. Mot. Skills 1998) 



Cycling 
(J. Sports Sci. 2005) 



MLBaseball 
(Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2017) 

A striking effect of jet lag on home runs 

allowed on both the home and away teams 

(p<.01). Pitching location and velocity appear to 

be important for determining the probability of 

giving up a home run relative to a swinging strike. 

Thus, we hypothesize that jet lag, particularly in 

the eastward direction, may adversely affect these 

aspects of pitching which in turn impact home 

runs allowed. 

20 y of data from MLB (1992–2011), 

encompassing 46,535 games 

analyzed for effects of jet lag on 

performance. 



The Impact of Circadian Misalignment on Athletic 

Performance in Professional Football Players 
(Sleep 2013) 

• Harvard and Stanford researchers analyzed all NFL 

games from 1970 to 2011 that started after 8 p.m. EST 

and involved East Coast versus West Coast teams.  

There were 106 games that met inclusion criteria.  An 

additional 293 daytime games involving the same match-

ups were analyzed as a control group. 

 

• During night games the West Coast teams beat the point 

spread in 66 percent of the games, and did so by an 

average of 5.26 points. For daytime games there was no 

significant advantage for West or East Coast teams. 


